You can choose to study 3 or 6 weeks, and select from an expertly curated range of credit bearing academic modules. You can expect to collaborate, to present, to challenge and be challenged, and to adopt the study skills that will set you up for a lifetime of learning. Complement your existing major or expand your horizons!

Take advantage of a social programme that offers a local's eye view of our spectacular city, stay on campus, and enjoy all the benefits of being a member of the Liverpool community; now and forever.

- **6 Weeks** 12/6/23 21/7/23
- **Weeks 1–3** 12/6/23 30/6/23
- **Weeks 4–6** 03/7/23 21/7/23

Applications open in October and run until May—or until modules fill!

https://linktr.ee/uoliss